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Empirical Boundary Estimation
Sangmin Park (Carnegie Mellon University)

Abstract: Given a point cloud, identifying the points close to the boundary and
estimating their distance to the boundary is of interest to several different
applications such as identifying anomalies, improving accuracy of kernel density
estimator near the boundary, and solving partial differential equations on graphs.
When the point cloud consists of n i.i.d samples from a common distribution
supported on a bounded subset of R^d, we show that the `fattened boundary' of
width scaling like (log n/n)^(1/(d+2)) can be identified with high probability. The
results can also be extended to the case where the common distribution is
supported on a lower dimensional manifold and the data is corrupted by small
additive noise. We also present some applications, which include solving the eikonal
equation and the Dirichlet eigenvalue problem on graphs.

Alignment of Fiber Tracts using Deformation Transfer via Parallel Transport
Andrew Lizarraga (UCLA)

Abstract: We present a geometric framework for aligning white matter fiber tracts.
By registering fiber tracts between brains, one expects to see overlap of anatomical
structures that often provide meaningful comparisons across subjects. However, the
geometry of white matter tracts is highly heterogeneous, and finding direct
tract-correspondence across multiple individuals remains a challenging problem. We
present a novel deformation metric between bundles that allows one to compare
tracts while simultaneously obtaining a registration. To accomplish this, fiber tracts
are represented by an intrinsic mean along with the deformation fields represented
by tangent vectors from the mean. In this setting, one can determine a parallel



transport between tracts and then register corresponding tangent vectors. We
present results of bundle alignment on a population of 43 healthy adult subjects.

Topological Data Analysis in an Economic Context: Property Tax Maps
Anbo Wu (Ohio State University)

Abstract: Property tax is a significant index which reflects housing quality and even
the community structure of a neighborhood. Historically, using property tax,
economics has offered various methods to analyze living standards and policy
effectiveness. In this paper, we introduce a topological approach to explore local
housing patterns. We used methods from topological data analysis (TDA) to analyze
210 property tax maps sampled from 21 cities. We then utilize clustering and
dimension reduction methods to classify samples and identify features of the local
tax patterns. By evaluating the topological features, we are able to identify the
property tax rate structure within each sample, and provide an efficient general
classification, which is distinct from past measures.

Variograms for Spatial Functional Data with Phase Variation
Xiaohan Guo (Ohio State University)

Abstract: Spatial, amplitude and phase variations in spatial functional data are
confounded. Conclusions from the popular functional trace-variogram, which
quantifies spatial variation, can be misleading when analysing misaligned functional
data with phase variation. To remedy this, we describe a framework that extends
amplitude-phase separation methods in functional data to the spatial setting, with a
view towards performing clustering and spatial prediction. We propose a
decomposition of the trace-variogram into amplitude and phase components and
quantify how spatial correlations between functional observations manifest in their
respective amplitude and phase components. This enables us to generate separate
amplitude and phase clustering methods for spatial functional data, and develop a
novel spatial functional interpolant at unobserved locations based on combining
separate amplitude and phase predictions. Through simulations and real data
analyses, we found that the proposed methods result in more accurate predictions
and more interpretable clustering results.

Quantifying the shape of barley seeds using the Euler Characteristic
Transform
Erik Amézquita (Michigan State University)



Abstract: Shape is foundational to biology. Observing and documenting shape has
fueled biological understanding as the shape of biomolecules, cells, tissues, and
organisms arise from the effects of genetics, development, and the environment.
The vision of topological data analysis (TDA), that data is shape and shape is data,
will be relevant as biology transitions into a data-driven era where meaningful
interpretation of large datasets is a limiting factor. We focus first on quantifying the
morphology of X-ray CT scans of barley spikes and seeds using topological
descriptors based on the Euler characteristic transform. We then successfully train a
support vector machine to distinguish and classify 28 different varieties of barley
based solely on the 3D shape of their grains. This shape characterization will allow
us later to link genotype with phenotype, furthering our understanding on how the
physical shape is genetically coded in DNA.

Structural Connectome Atlas Construction in the Space of Riemannian
Metrics
Haocheng Dai (University of Utah)

Abstract: The structural connectome is often represented by fiber bundles
generated from various types of tractography. We propose a method of analyzing
connectomes by representing them as a Riemannian metric, thereby viewing them
as points in an infinite-dimensional manifold. After equipping this space with a
natural metric structure, the Ebin metric, we apply object-oriented statistical
analysis to define an atlas as the Fréchet mean of a population of Riemannian
metrics. We demonstrate connectome registration and atlas formation using
connectomes derived from diffusion tensors estimated from a subset of subjects
from the Human Connectome Project.

Self-supervised learning on molecular graphs
Hannes Stärk (Technical University of Munich)

Abstract: Learned methods for molecular property prediction are much more
accurate if they have access to the 3D structure of the molecule. However, for large
amounts of molecules, this 3D information is infeasible to obtain, and we can only
operate on the molecular graph. We leverage the subset of 3D annotated molecules
to distil 3D knowledge into a graph neural network that can then be transferred for
more accurate and generalizable predictions in downstream tasks. For this purpose,
we adapt multiple self-supervised learning methods to graph data. Our pretraining
approach learns rich representations capturing specific desired information that the
GNN can implicitly use during fine-tuning. The proposed self-supervised learning
framework can likely be used for other types of graph data to improve performance



on graph level prediction tasks.

Other posters:

Bounded variation estimates of MDS
Adam Pickarski (North Carolina State University)

Abstract: Dimension reduction algorithms are widely used in data science to
visualize data. However, the workings of many of the nonlinear are not understood
in a clear way. The goal of this work is to understand properties of solutions of the
multi-dimensional scaling algorithm (MDS).

Wasserstein conditional independence testing
Andrew Warren (Carnegie Mellon University)

Abstract: We introduce a test for the conditional independence of random variables
X and Y given random variable Z, specifically by sampling from the joint distribution
(X,Y,Z), binning the support of Z, and conducting multiple p-Wasserstein 2-sample
tests. Under a p-Wasserstein Lipschitz assumption on the conditional distributions
X|Z, Y|Z, and (X,Y)|Z, we show that it is possible to control the type I and type II
error of this test, and give explicit sample complexity bounds in the case where Z
has compact support.

Performance characteristics of mapper implementations
Ethan Rooke (University of Iowa)

Abstract: Since its introduction in 2007 the topological data analysis method
“Mapper” has been successfully used to identify fraudulent financial transactions,
detect tumorous growths, and examine the life cycle of cells through single cell RNA
sequencing and more. Given this broad range of applications there have been many
implementations from the closed source Ayasdi platform to the open source Kepler
Mapper and Giotto-TDA platform. This talk will examine the performance of some
different implementations and examine the implementation details which lead to
these different performance profiles.



Advantages of Topological Data Analysis compared to Conventional Surface
Roughness Parameters
Jan Senge (University of Bremen)

Abstract: Surface topography and roughness evaluation plays an important role in
many problems such as friction, contact deformation or coat adhesion. Conventional
surface roughness parameters used today are inadequate in various ways to
capture change during different stages of a shot peening treatment.  It is a specific
surface treatment process in which a material is shot by balls of certain sizes who
upon impact on the surface of the material obliterate certain parts and introduce
stresses in others, hence changing the topography of the surface fundamentally.  In
this presentation we want to contribute to solutions for this problem by using
methods from computational topology to capture meaningful geometric features of
the surface and use these to construct new surface roughness parameters.

Topological inference for Morse indices
Ka Man Yim (University of Oxford)

Abstract: The Morse index associated to a critical point of a smooth function is a
local quantity that is equal to the number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian
evaluated at that point. As second derivatives might be difficult to compute or
unavailable in real world contexts, one can use the fundamental results of Morse
theory to bypass the need for second derivatives. Unfortunately, this involves
computing the relative homology of pairs of sub-level sets, which is no longer a
local quantity. In this talk, we propose a new algorithm which combines the best of
both worlds by reducing the computation of the Morse index to a homology
inference problem. The key ingredient is the theory of Gromoll-Meyer pairs, which
facilitates this transition from global sublevel sets to local submanifolds with
boundary. Finally, we describe an upper bound on the density of sample points
needed in order to recover the Morse index.

Cup-Length Invariant
Marco Contessoto (UNESP - Brazil)

Abstract: We define a stable persistent cohomology invariant called persistent
cup-length which is able to extract non trivial information about the evolution of the
cohomology ring structure across a filtration.



We also devise algorithms for the computation of this invariant. This is joint work
with F. Mémoli, A. Stefanou, and L. Zhou.

Geometric aspects of Persistence Sets
Mario Gomez (Ohio State University)

Abstract: We study an invariant of compact metric spaces inspired by the Curvature
Sets defined by Gromov. The (n,k)-Persistence Set of X is the collection of
k-dimensional VR persistence diagrams of any subset of X with n or less points. In
this talk, I'll explore the case of n=2k+2, where we can find a geometric formula to
calculate the VR persistence diagram of a space with n points. I'll then use this
formula to characterize the (n,k)-Persistence Diagram of circles and surfaces of
constant sectional curvature.

Bottleneck Profiles and Discrete Prokhorov Metrics for Persistence
Diagrams
Niklas Hellmer (Polish Academy of Sciences)

Abstract: In topological data analysis (TDA), persistence diagrams have been a
successful tool. To compare them, Wasserstein and Bottleneck distances are
commonly used. We address the shortcomings of these metrics and show a way to
investigate them in a systematic way by introducing bottleneck profiles. This leads
to a notion of discrete Prokhorov metrics for persistence diagrams as generalization
of the Bottleneck distance. They satisfy a stability result and bounds with respect to
Wasserstein metrics. We provide algorithms to compute the newly introduced
quantities and discuss experiments on synthetic datasets.

Generalizations of the Vietoris-Rips and Čech metric thickenings
Qingsong Wang (Ohio State University)

Abstract: We introduce generalizations of the Vietoris-Rips and Čech metric
thickenings proposed by Adams, Adamaszdek, and Frick in 2018. Our construction
exhibits exciting new connections between Optimal Transport and Persistent
Homology. In particular, we show that the generalized metric thickenings are stable
and enjoy Hausmann’s type theorems for Euclidean submanifolds. I will also survey
some examples and applications of our main theorems. This is joint work with
Henry Adams, Facundo Mémoli, and Michael Moy.



Evaluating Robustness of Image Classifiers using the Wasserstein Distance
Tobias Wegel (University of Göttingen)

Abstract: Classifiers, in particular deep neural networks, have been shown to be
quite brittle. They are susceptible to adversarial and corruption perturbations that
change the classification. Interest in adversarial threat models with respect to the
Wasserstein metric has risen because it captures human similarity perception to
some extent and has other desirable properties. We present existing attack and
defense methods as well as novel methods for certification and attack of neural
networks (and other classifiers) for image classification with respect to the
Wasserstein metric. The methods are based on a result introduced by Ling and
Okada, which leads to an L1 bound of the Wasserstein distance and consequently
yields a simplification of the robustness problem.


